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 When you think of email marketing, one of the first things that comes to mind is your team's list. That's natural, and it is
important, but you should also consider another important piece of the puzzle: your email sender reputation score. This score is
the third-party analysis of a domain's email sending reputation and helps marketers make a more educated decision about where
to send their messages. If you’re working with an existing domain, you can check if your sender reputation is good. If not, we’ll
help you improve it and make it more trustworthy. This data is provided by SenderScore, a third-party reputation engine that
scans the email delivery domain and based on its analysis assigns a score from 0-100. When you send an email blast to your

email list, there's a chance you'll send a support email or let your team know about a new product in the future. The
communication you send could contain crucial information or a link to a new page on your site. So make sure your messages are

both readable and professional, as the people on your team that do send email out on your behalf need to have a good first
impression of you. This is both a challenge and an opportunity. On one hand, your customers aren’t very likely to know that they
are missing your email, so they’re unlikely to realize that they are missing out on sales. On the other hand, they can feel a bit bad
about the lack of communication if it seems like your business is just ignoring them. Email marketing has been around since the

80s, but is still considered one of the most effective ways to communicate with customers. Many businesses are using this
method to promote new products, increase conversions and generate more sales. Email marketing campaigns include any
message sent to a targeted group of internet users with the goal of promoting or advertising a product or service. As we've

written before, “Marketing” is too broad of a category. A better term would be “Product Marketing”, “Customer Marketing”, or
“Sales Marketing”. All those terms are part of the spectrum of Marketing, but what we’re really trying to define is a smaller

subset of it: Sales Marketing. Your reputation matters to your email marketing company because you’re working with them in
ways that your customers don’t see, so they want to trust them with your email reputation. If they have concerns about you
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